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Face'to-face Dialogue rs a Micro-smial Contert
The Example of Motor Mimicry'

Janet Bavelas
Univcrsity of Victoris

Fsce'lo-frcc dirl ue procccds morr|Gr by t|EErcnt, ts O|c Frticipdnts clnst&trly
and prcciscly rsspond io <rch ofh6. Thcil r€ciproc.l sctions are dre micro-social
contcxt oflanguage usc and socirl int r'rlion, Thc old pu.zle ofmolor minisy (..g.,
wincing .t someore els€'s injury) illustl8tes rh€ benelit of moving oubidc th€
boundary of$e individual.nd cxamining sctionr in $cir micro-social context. Motor
mimicry is not simply imiotive or emotignal; thc evidcncc demonstrates rhat it is a
micrc-sdirl communicative act with a significs[t rcle io fac!-to-face dialoguc.
Unfonunately, experimenral evidencc dcmonsuaring this role has usually be€n re.
intcrpretcd as evideDce for tradirional individual thcorics, ignoring thc micro-social
level.

l. lntroduction

What does it meafl to say that language is social? Often, 'social' means
either society writ large or social stimuli for the mental processes of individuals.
Although the societal and the individual approachcs contribute to a complete
perspective, both are abstracted from direct observation. They lie on either side
of-and omit entirely-an immediate, observable focus on language use as social.
Larguage happens in the momenrby-moment micro-social context consisting of
he observable acts of interlocutors as they actually use language in face-to-face
dialogue. That is, what individuals say and do in face-to-face dialogue is
intimately affected by what the other person is saying and doing at that moment
and by the immediate effect that their own actions will have on the other person.
This chapter will offer a case for tbe importance of lhe micrcsocial context and
also some ideas about why it is so consistently neglected.

l.l The imponance of face-to-face dialogue

A diverse group of scholan has proposed that face-to-face dialogue is the
basic or fundamental site of la.nguagc use (e.g., Bavelas, 1990; Bavelas,
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Hutchinson. Kenwood. & Matheson, 1997; Clalk, 1996; Fillmore, l98l; Garrod

& Pickering,2004; Goodwin, I98l; Levinson, 1983; Linell, 1982,2005). Face-to-
face dialogue must have been the first language of the earliest humans; it is the

infant's first language developmentally; and it remains the language of everyday
interactions. A corollary assumption, which I share with most of the above
authors, is that, unlike written forms of languagc use, face-to-face dialogue
includes both audible acts (words and their prosody) and visible ones (such as co-
occurring hand and other bodily gestures, facial displays, and gaze) that arc
complementary to or even momentarily replace words (Bavelas & Chovil' 2006).

One important feature of face-to-face dialogue is its affordance of micro'
social inleraclion, that is, a high level of reciprocity and mutual influence. It
represents one end ofa continuum ofthe probability and speed ofa response from
the other person. In published text, for exampl€, therc is a low probability and
high latency of response; if the readers respond to the writ€r at all, it is long after
the act of writing. Lenen or especially email are faster, and both are more likely
(but not certain) to receive a reply. In a telephone dialogue, exchanges can occur
rapidly, and even a momentary failure to respond is noticeable. In face-to-face
dialogue, responses are highly probable and extremely fast; frame-by-frame
microanalysis reveals that addressees often provide sin rltaneous feedback lo ttLe
speaker (e.g., Bavelas, Coates, & Johnson,2000). They nod or say "Mhrn" and
constantly convey information to the speaker by their ever-changing facial
displays of anentiveness, confision, alarm, or amusement, among many others.
These responses often overlap the speaker's tum (Goodwin, 1986), but they are
not considered interruptions. Indeed, such reciprocal responses are
demonstrativsly essential to the speaker, whose narrative fahers when they are
absent (Bavelas €t al., 2000). Thus, because of its reciprocity and precision,
language use in face-to-face dialogue is not simply absractly social. A
participant's contribution does nol originate autonomously in his or her mind (or
from "language" as an abstraction) and does not evaporate into a social vacuum.
Rather, each contribution is part of a social interaction at the micro-level;
fortunately, with video technology, these essential details are also directly
observable at that level.

There is accumulating experimental evidence for micro-social effects on
both verbal and nonverbal behaviours. For example, Clark and Wilkes-Gibbs
(1986) showed that speakers often used verbal references ihat the addressee had
helped to shape. Schober and Clark (1989) then demonstrated that tbese terms
were not as clear to overhearers who did noa participate in their moment-by-
moment creation. Other experiments have shown that when speakers became
aware that they did or did not have common ground with their addressee, they
immediately adjusted their verbal descriptions (Isaacs & Clark, 1987) or hand
gestures (Gerwing & Bavelas,2004). Evidence from McNeill's lab has revealed
other micro-social effects on hand gestures, which were formed in relation to the
other person's spatial perspective (Ozytirek, 2000; 2002) or previous gesture
(Furuyama, 2000). ln Clark and Krych's (2004) experiment, addressees often
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began to gesture relevant actiotlf during the speaker's verbal instructions;
speaken intemrpted or changed their insEuctiofls, even in mid-s€nlence, in order
to confirm (or correct) the addressee's proposed action. Some gestures have
interactive rather than referential functions (Bavelas, Chovil, Lawrie, & Wade,
1992) and are specialized for the coordination of face-to-face dialogue, where
they have prcdictable micro-effects on the addrcssee's ncxt act (Bavelas, Chovil,
Coates, & Roe, 1995). Facial displays can also have micro-social firnctions. For
example, Brunner's (1979) microanalysis confirmed that addressees often
precisely timed their smiles to speakers' ufierancrs so that thcsc smiles served as
back-channel responses, just as words 8nd nods do.

In this chapt€r, I will illustrate the urility and importance of a micro-social
perspeclive with a program of rcsearch on lhe historical phenomenon of 'motor

mimicry', which is Allport's (1968) term for a reaction by an observer that is
appropriale to the situation of the person bcing observed but noa appropriate to the
observer's own immediale situation (e.g., $,incing at someone else's injury).
Allpon had pointed out tbat "the linl€ understood t€nd€ncy to elem€ntary motor
mimicry" (p.29) was still a "riddle in social psychology" (p.30). Previous theories
had cast motor mimicry as "basicaUy a perceptual motor re€ction" (p.32), that is,
within an individual framework. It tumed out that a solution to Allport's riddle
was to place motor mimicry in its micro.social context. B€forc describing this
research, thougb, I will inuoduce the secondary theme of this chaptcr, which is the
apparent difficulty tbat many researchers have in noticing the micro-social context
of language use or in remembring it even affer it has b€en demoostrated as a
solution. The next section illustrat€s this sub+heme by analogy.

L2 Self-imposed Limits on Observation

The microsocial perspective seems elusive in the study of language use,
even and perhaps especially in social psychology (Cla*, 1985; Bavelas,2005). I
propose that its fate is analogous to the classic 'nine-dot problem' in perceptual
psychology, which starts with a 3-by-3 matrix ofpoints:

The problem is to draw a line through the middle of eacb of the dots only
once, using four sbaight lines that are all connected. In other words, use four lines
to connect all of the dots without lifting the pen or pencil from thc paper and
without retracing through any of the dots. (The solution can bc found on lhe wcb
or in a review anicle such as Kershaw & Ohlsson,2004.)

ooo
aaa
oao
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To connect dre nine dots as required, one must think and act outside the
appaFent squarE or box that their configuration suggests. Tbe outer dots are not a
border or limit, but most ofus initially impose one ourselves and try to solve the
puzzle within a self-limited space, rather than using the space ourcide it. Similarly,
even when ostrensibly studying language use, many researchers still operate within
thc borders of the individual, with a self-imposed limit that excludes the micro-
social context of which the individual is part at any given moment. The rest of this
chapter will be devoted to th€ possibility oflooking ouside rhe conceptual limit of
the isolated individual.

There is an additional reason to use the nine-dot pmblem as an analogy bere,
namely, its remarkable rcsistance to insightful solution. Chronicle, Omerod, and
MacCregor (2001) have shown that verbal and visual hints raise the success mte
only slightly. Moreover, even when individuals have once seen or drawn the
solution themselves, they may not be able to solve the pmblem later. (The reader
who had previously known the solution may have had the same experience here.)
I propose that the micro-social perspective on human behaviour faces a similar
recalcitrance. Even when evidence reveals it as a solution, it seems to be quickly
forgotten, and the focus on the individual takes over again. In brief, the nine-dot
problem is rcally two problems: At first, it's hard to see the solution. Then. even
once you've seen the solution, ir doesn't srick. We will see how this analogy
works for the micro-social aspects ofan illustrative case.

2, Motor Mimicry is I Micro-socirl Act

2. I Background and definition

. When our research group approached Allport's riddle in the early l9g0's, we
had the considerable advantages of experimental methods and video technology
(Bavelas, Black, Lemery, Maclnnis, & Mullett, l9g6a) so rhat we were not Iimired
to descriptions or still photographs of motor mimicry. Because of rhe capacity to
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observe closely and repeatedly, we began to recognize that the individral's
reaction depended on the micro-social context, io that ir pas nnre likcly lo occw
when another person would see rr We then hypothesized that motor mimicry was
a communicative act, skilfirlly and efliciently conveying understanding of the
other's situation.

2.2 Ffust experiments

Our first firll experiment (Bavelas, Black, Lemery, & Mullen, 1986b) tested
the communicative hypothesis by varying whether or not another person would
see the panicipans' motor mimicry, that is, whether there was a receiver for any
mimetic display the participant might make. The experiment was explicitly
designed to challenge the existing individual explanations:

lf moto. mimicry is communic.tive, then ... dle prcbability of ih bcing sccn by a
receiver should affect the sender's display offacial mimicry... . lf, on the othcr hand,
such mimcsis reflccts c*scntially a pivatc cxgcricnce rhar happcns to rGsuh io ovcrt
nonverbal bchavioa, thcn ... thc pnesencc o. abscnce ofa rccciver should have no
effect. (1986b:323).

In a highly controlled +second interval (described in detail below), the
experimenter (El) apparently injured his finger and then either did or did not
make eye contact with the obscrving participant. This independent variable
required a carefully rehearsed sequence lhat began with the participant waiting
while El and his assistant (E2) carried a heavy TV monitor into the room to a
table near the participant, where it slipped and dropped on E I 's finger. Over the
next few seconds, the two exp€rimental cooditions began to diverge: either the
probability of eye contacl betwcen E I and the participant incr€ased until it finally
occurred or the probability decreased and it did not occur at all.

We took grcat care that the only difference beiween conditions in this brief
period was eye contact (or not). Because the experimenter's face would ultimately
be visible only in the eye-contact condition, it was essential that his expression
was not the cue to which the peaiciPant was rcsponding (which would be a fatal
confound in the design; p.325). Therefore, El's face initially began to show
visible pain in both conditions, and he also indicated his injury by a sharp intake
of breath and body-acring. Then, al the point in the sequence when the pafiicipant

in the no-eye-contact condition would oot see El's face, his expression was blank
in the eye-contact condition. At the maximurn point of eye contact' El displayed
no pain facially. Thus, the only difference between conditiors was whether El
and the participant made eye contact, that is, whether motor mimicry by the
paaicipant would be seen by a receiver (Et). Here is the procedural description
from the published article (1986b:324):
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Evc contact condirion

Injury ard iraat. of bcat!; hcc
begins to show Pain.

Brings head up and glaDces at
obscrvcr wilh defocus€d eycs
as head rolls back.

Two sccords affcr thc sbn ofthc iljury:
E2 litu TV oft EI's hand.
El pivots fully rcwaFd observer,

in scmi{roucll holding his
h8nd. Looks at ha!d, lhen
directly at obs€rver for I second
wi$ "blank" fac€.

No cvc conBct condition

Iajuly ind inlakc ofbre.ft; face
beginE lo show pain.

Hunches down over TV, with
facc visiblc .o obEerver in

Fofilc.

E2 lifls Tv off E | 's hand.
El pivos tully towud E2,

in scmi-crouch. holding his
hand. t ooks at hard, then
directly at E for I ssccond-

Our dep€ndent measure was any expr€ssion of pain by the obsewer (the
experimental parricipano; it did not need to be tit€rally whar El had done, as long
as it was appropriate to his situation. Microanalysis of the videotapes revealed a
clear result: If the participants had eye contact with E I , they typicalty winced and
also made a kaleidoscopic sequence of other pain displays in resPonse to his
injury (e.g., knitted eyebrolvs, sharp intake of breath, vocalization such as
"ouch"). At the point of maximum eye contact, when El looked fully at them,
they made a very distinct display. The participants who saw the same injury (and
the same initial facial display ofpain) typically either displayed no motor mimicry
at all or started to rcspond and quickly ceased- At their minimally social point,
when El tumed to int€ract with E2, few displayed any motor mimicry. The
statistically significant difference between experimental conditions in participants'
motor mimicry was a micro-social effect of eye contact.

These results eliminated other, individualistic explanations for motor
mimicry such as imitation and vicarious emotion, b€cause neither of tbese caD
account for the difference betwe€n conditions, that is, when motor mimicry did
no, occur. lt is important to empbasize that we did not deny that emotion may
have occuned, only that it did not produce the motor mirnicry. In ov Wallet-
process theory (Bavelas et al, 1986b:328), the intemal and communicative
processes are indep€ndent, and it is the micro-social, communicstive process that
determines the overt trhaviour. Thaa is, observers may or may not have
experienced vicarious pain in ieaction to the injury they saw, but this
hypothesized intemal state did not automatically r€sult in overt mimesis, because
obsewers who witnessed the same injury without cye contact were virtually
impassive. The evidence was clear: The display of motor mimicry depended on
the presence of a recipient; it was meant to be seen- Only when we included lhe
micro-socia[ dimension-in this case, the possibility of immediate communication
to another person--{id th€ motor mimicry become intelligible.

In the second part of lhe experiment, another group of panicipants rated the
videotaped reactions of the previous participants. These raters received a
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description of El's injury, but his image on the splir-screen video was covered so
that they would be unaware of the eye-contact variable. Their instructions were to
rate each person they saw on video for "the extent to which the face exprcssed that
the person knew how the experimenter felt . . . [and] cared about what bad
happened to the experimentei' (Bavelas er al., 1986b:327; emphasis original). The
faces of participants in the no-eye-contact condition were rated as significantly
less aware of and less caring about El's injury than those in the eye cootact
condition. (Note that these were outsidem' ratings of the facial expressions; we
have no information on how the participants actually felt.) Taken logether, these
two studies suggested that motor mimicry was both encoded and decoded as a
brief but important interpersonal message.

The nexa set of experiments focused specifically on encoding and decoding,
in ord€r to demonstrate that micro.social factors determined not only the
occunence but the very form of motor mimicry. Bavelas, Black, Chovil, Lemery,
and Mullett (1988) examined closely the motor mimicry that was most often
described by the classical autho$ cited above, namely, an observer watching
someone else who is leaning or ducking to one side. If the observer also leans or
ducks, this would be considered motor mimicry regardless of whether it is to the
right or the left. However, our micro-social analysis proposed that the direction it
which the observer leans is theoretically informafive.

To explain, I'm going to use arbitrary pronouns for the two people: The first
person, who initiates the sequence by leaning or ducking to one side (e.g., to avoid
or reach for something), will be female while the person who mimics her action
will be male. lf the first person leaned to her left and the observer, who is facing
her, leaned to his left as well, he would be doing exactly what she had done,
which fits individualistic theories of motor mimicry such as literal imitation,
taking the role of the other, or vicarious action. From a social or dyadic
perspective, however, this looks odd because its effect is that the two of them are
moving in opposite compass directions:

To appear to be moving wil, the first person, the one facin8 her must lean or duck
in the opposite direction. lf she leaned left, and then he would lean right, which is
in the same comoass direction:
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We proposed that it is easier to sec lhis direction as mimetic because it looks
more "together--€ perceptual r€lationship that H€ider (1958:200-201) called a
"unit relation."

In our first experiment, each participant was facing the experimenter, who
told a story in which she illustrated ducking away to avoid someone's elbow. As
predicted, vimrally all of the participants who ducked mimetically did so in the
same compass dircction, rather than in the opposite compass direction. The
participants encoded their motor mimicry in the most intelligible form by ducking
'with' the storyteller.

Next, in order to test the effects of th€ two forms of mimetic leaning on
viewerq we created several descriptions or photographs of situations in which one
person was leaning or ducking (e.g., to avoid a squash racquet in the face or to
reach a coffee mug on a side table) and the person facing was also leaning. There
were always two vemions ofthe sarne scene: the second person was either leaninS,
in the same or the opposite compass directions. krge samples of participants
were significantly more likely to choose the venion in which the observet was
leaning in the same compass direction as the one in which the obsewer appearcd
to be more "involved" and to be acting "togeth€r with" the other person.
Altogether, the results in this article (Bavelas et al., 1988) led to the conclusion
thal lhe lorm of this kind of motor mimicry was shaped by is micro-social
context, that is, the mimicry took the form that was most readily intelligible to the
other person. Even the b-nsitory actions of ducking or leaning were setrsitive to
lheir appearance in relation to the other person. This was another step outside the
boundary of the individual, but our experiments still had linle to do with face-to-
face dialogue.

2.3 Motor mimicry in dialogue

As shown in our first experim€nt (Bavelas et al., 1986b), many expressions
of motor mimicry are facial, for example, the observer may wince or look snrtled
when the other p€rson is suddenly injured. Kraut and Johnsron (1979) had pointed
out that, in over I00 years of studies of facial expression since Darwin
(1872i1998), almost none had examined its social functions. Indeed, most
experiments studied individuals alone or with a non-reactive interviewer, in order
that social factors would not obscure their 'true' emotional expressions. As with
the nine-dot problem, there had been a self-imposed limit to studying the faces of
isolated individuals-yet without social data, an altemative theory coutd hardly
arise. Kraut and Johnston also introduced a us€fu| theoretical distinction between
studying a facial configuration (e.g., smiling) as an emotional 'expression'of

somc presumed intemal state (whicb may be independeot ofsocial context) versus
studying it as a social 'display' directed at others (which may be independent of
internal statc). In our lab, Chovil (1989; l9l; l99l-92) began to garher
systematic social data on facial displays in dialogue.
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One of Chovil's studies (19t9; l99l) tested whether the addr€ssee's moior
mimicry in face-to-face dialogue is comrnunicative (versus a purely individual
reaction) by manipulating whether it would be seen. There were four experimental
conditions in which an addressee listened to a narralor's r€El close-call story: (l)
the narrator and addressee were face-to-face; (2) the narrator and addressee were
interacting through a partition; (3) narrator and addrcsse€ were on lhe telephone;
or (4) the address€es were alone, listening to a dramatic close-call story on an
answering-machine. ln the face-to-face condition, there was a great deal of facial
motor mimicry (e.9., displays offear, pain, or alarm), and these were significantly
less frequent in the other tluEe conditions. These results replicated in dialogue the
finding ofBavelas et al. (1986b) that motor mimicry required a visually available
receiver. (There is still very little experimental research on non-emotional
functions of facial displays in dialogue; cf. Bavelas & Chovil, 2006; Bavelas &
Gerwing, in press.)

Later, we borrowed Chovil's (19E9, l9l) close-call task in order to leam
more about what'mere listeners'do in face-to-face dialogue (Bavelas, ct al.,
2000). They made two different kinds of responses: As one would exp€ct,
addressees made the familiar gmeric responses, such as nodding, "yeah," and
"mhm." But they also made responses that werc specific to the speaker's topic at
that moment: supplying words or phrases and displaying precisely frned facial or
bodily gestures such as looking alarmed, recoiling, or crouching slightly-in oaher
words, motor rnimicry. Listeners made these specific responses at surprisingly
high average rates (2 to 4 per minute), skewed toward the dramatic ending of the
story.

We therefore proposed that the truc home of motor mimicry is in facc-!o-
face dialogue, where it constitutes impoftant feedback to the narrator. Two
€xp€riments tested this hypothcsis by using an unrelated cognitive t sk !o distract
addressees in one condition from the narrative (Bavelas et al.,2000). The results
showed that distracting the addrcssees from the contenl of the story vinually
eliminated specific responses such as moaor mimicry, which strongly suggests that
these responses require cognitive processing and are not automatic or reflexive.
Moreover, the dist$cted addressees had a stsong €ffect on the narralor's story-
telling, particularly at the dramatic ending, where specific responses were morc
likely to occur in the nonnal listening condition. When the addrcss€e wss
distracted and made only generic r€sponses or none at all, the narrator's story-
ending fell flat aod was significantly morc poorly told than when the narrator walt
talking to a responsive addressee. A good nanalor rcquires a good addressee, and
a good addressee is not diffirsely socially present but specifically active at the
micro-social level.

The final evidence (so far) for the micro-social nanrre of motor mimicry
was an analysis of precisely how atrd when addressees time their resPonses to the
narrator (Bavelas, Coates, & Johnson, 2002). We examined interactions in which
narretors told their close-call stories to undistracted addressees (the control group
in Bavelas, et al., 2000, exp. 2) and found a consistent and highly collaborative
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pattem between narrelot and addrcss€e: The narrator would occasionally glance at
the addrcssec, initiating eye contact. This is when addressees made their generic

or specific responses, during mutual gaze. Then the speaker looked away again,
which ended the eye contacr So the speaker started the sequence by making eye
contact and rhe addressee responded, which terminatcd the speaker's gaze. This
pattem was statisticelly difrerent fiom chance not only for the sample as a whole
but for each dyad. Their reciprocal coordination was the same for both generic
and specific respoDses, that is, for motor mimicry too. Speakes and addressees in
face-to-face dialogue produced these responses together, as part ofa micro-social
sequence. Note that this result replicates lhe original Bavelas et al. (1986b) eye-
contact effec, this time with a dyad in sponlaneous dialogue.

The five articles reviewed here contained I I studies all strongly suggesaing
that on€ answer to Allport's ( 1968:30) "riddle" of motor mimicry is to see it as 8
micro-social process and not as an individual process. Motor mimicry is not an
individual phenomonon. It depends on, is shapcd by, and in turn influences a
panicular moment in dialogue, illustrating lhe fine-tuned reciprocity that is the
essence of the micro-social context. However, as we will see next, this is nol the
direction iD which the lircrature has gone.

2.4 Re-imposing the Limits

Recall that the second difficulty of the nine-dor problem is that giving hins
or directions for a solulion does not help much; the self-imposed limits seem to
refum on their own. The same has been true for the above research on the micro-
s@ial nature of motor mimicry. From the first experiment (Bavelas et al., 1986b)
to the latest dialogue studies (Bavelas et al., 2000; 2002),lhe results have clearly
demonstraEd that motor mimicry is part of a communicative social interaction at
the micro-level rather than an imitative or emotional response by an individual.
Yet, as I will illustrate with a sample ofcications !o the first experiment, one finds
quite a different venion in the subsequent literature.

Because of the surprising outcome of this survey and because a literatur€
review cannot, by definition, be anonymous, it is important to emphasize is very
narrow scope. The sole purpose herc was to asccrtain how the findings of one
€xperiment were represented in subsequen! research or theory, that is, to look for
an overall panem in the literaure. For this reason, the focus was solely on each
citing article's description of the Bavelas et al- (l9E6b) cye-contact exp€riment
(d€scribed in detail in section 2.2), which has been available long enough to have
accumulated a number of citations. ln each article rcviewed, this experiment was
typically only one citation among numcrous others and was usually described in a
few lines; ii was never the main point of an anicle. Therefore, my comments
cannot and do not apply to other parts of any article, much less to an entire anicle
or its authors. Finally, before judging those who mis-cit€d th€ experiment, each of
us should ask ourselves whether we have ever read something through our own
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pneconceptions. It is this all-too-familiar tendency --€taying within one's self-
imposed framework-lhat is my point here.

The sample came from Psyclnfo and Google Scholar, which in late 20O6
listed 37 and 50 citations, respectively, ofBav€las et al. (l9E6b. I selected the 39
unique citations that were in refereed joumals or book chapters ayailable in
English and that cited this exp€riment in the context of a discussion of mimicry
(excluding ab'strdcts, conference proceedings, articles and full books on uuelated
topics, and, obviously, self-citadons). There were two clesr pattems in these 39
citations. Fi6t, there were no criticisms of the our actual experimental design.
Although a handful questioned the generalizability ofour conclusions, most of the
citations wer€ positive rcferences to the experiment in support of the citing
article's theor€tical position.

Second, only five of the 39 citations were wholly accurate in their
descriptions of the results (and the procedure if they includ€d it): Bertenthal,
Longo, & Kosobud (2006:223), Fridlun d (1991:230 & 237 ), Fridlund. Kenworthy,
& laftey (1992:19l-192), Gibbs & Van Orden (203:5) and Parkinson (2005:2E2
& 297-298). Twelve other citations r€ported accurately that we had proposed a
communicative or signalling function of motor mimicry (Bush, Ban, McHugo, &
Lanzett^, 1989i 49; Chartrand & Bargh, 1999:.901; Chartrand, Maddux, & Lakin,
2005:338 & 350; DePaulo, 1992:221,229,&230; Dijkslerhuis & Bargh,200l:13;
Hess, 2001:398; Hess & Blairy, 2O0l:129 & 139; Hess, Philippot, & Blairy,
1998:509-510; Krauss & Fussell, 1996:664 & 690; bkin & Chartrand, 2005:2E3
& 285; Manusov & Rodriguez, 1989:16; Wilson & Knoblich; 2005:463) but
included inaccurate or inconsistent descriptions of the variables or procedure; see
details below.

The remainder were inaccurate descriptions of the variables, results, and/or
procedure of cited experiment. Moreov€r, lhe pattem was not random: The vast
majority described the experimeot as supporting one of three individual theoies
of motor mimicry: automatic or nonconscious imitation, emotional contagion, or
expression of an intemal, mental state. In effect, these theories recast the
experimenter as a mere stimulus for imitation rathcr than a conscious being who
was capable of perceiving the participant's response in their micrGsocial
interdction. ln the following, I will first cxplicate how these theories cannot
explain our results and then describe in more detail how this incongnrence srme
about.

A theory of motor mimicty as automatically sctivated imitation of the other
person's facial disptay does not explain the significantty lorver frequency of
mimicry in the no-eye-contact condition. First, the procedural description
reproduced in Section 2.2 shows tbat, in lhe initial two seconds, thc
experimenler's facial display of pain was identical and equally visible in both
conditions, so both conditions should have automatically triggered a nesponse.
Second, at the peak poinr of motor mimicry (during full eyc conlact), his facial
expression was gone. There was none to imitate, yet this was the Point of

maximum difference beueeo the two conditions. Third, behaviours that we
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included as motor mimicry were much more varied thao a literally imitative facial

display. ln keeping with the historical definition of motor mimicry, we counted

"ny 
bihaviours "indicative of pain" (1985b:324), including vocalizations and

certain head movements. Fourth, the mean rcsponse time was 1.27 seconds,
during which the participanas took into account both the injury and the probability

ofeye contacq th€ir reaction was fast but not simpl€ automaticity'
Nor can the results be atrributed to emotional conlagion of the

experimenter's pain, again because of the no-eye-contact condition. Because the
apparent pain ofthe injury was the same in both conditions, emotional contagion
cannot explain why the participanb who witnessed the same degree of pain
without eye conlact were unlikely to display mimicry. Also, as reported in the
anicle ( 1986b:325), participants in the eye-contact condition were sigoificantly
more likely to include a smile mixed in with their pain displays, which is
inconsistent with feeling vicarious pain. We interpreted those smiles as also
communicative, that is, as resssuring or face-saving smiles to the experimenter.

For similar reasons, tbe intcrpretation of our participants' actions as
expressions of an intemal slate such as rapport, liking, empathy, or an emotion
(presumably pain) also has no basis in the evidence. There was no self-IEPort or
oth€r measurc of the participants' feelings. To infer the participants' intemal state
iiom their motor mimicry and then explain the mimicry by this inferred internal
state would be circular. The only ratings obtained (Bavelas et al., 1986b, pan 2)
were from third parties on very specific scales, not global ratings of rapport,
liking, empathy, or any emotional stat€. To int€rpret motor mimicry as the
expression of an intemal state would also require us to assume that the less
reactive participants in the no-€ye-contact condition did not feel anything when
they witressed an equally painful injury. We had pointed out that the data
excluded explanations based on intrapsychic statcs such as empathy (1986b:327)
and offered instead our parallel-process model, which separates feelings from
ovcrt displays ( 1986b:328).

ln short, lhe evidence in the 1986b experiment is incompatible with each of
the three most common re-interpretations, primarily because of the significanr
effect ofthe independenl variable, which showed wheu motor mimicry would and
would not occur. However, this incompatibility did not arise in most of the
citations, mainly because 6e rclevant elenFnb were abcent or transformed. This
occurred in several differ€ni ways:

A large proporlion of the inaccurate citarions simply did not mention an
independent variable (Aarts, Gollwitzer, & Hassin,2004:34; Bush et al., 1989:49;
Fischer, Rotteveel, Evers, & Manstea4 20o4.-225: Garrod & Pickering 2004:10;
Hess, 2001:398 & zlfi); Hess & Blairy, 2OOl:129 &139; Hess et al., 198:509-
510; Krauss & Fussell, 1996:664 & 590; Lundqvist, 2005:263; Marsh,
Richardson, Baron, & Schmidt, 2006;13; Pasupathi, Carstens€n, & Levenson,
1999:175-176; Richardson, Manh, & Schmidt, 2005:62; Russell, 2003:155;
Sebanz, Knoblich, & Pilz, 20015:1235; Sonnby-BorgstrdrL 2002:433; Sonnby-
Borgstrdm & Jdnsson, 20O4:103; Sonnby-Borgstrom, J6nsson, & Svensson,
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2QO3:4 &16:' Van Swol (2003:462; Vreeke & van der Mark, 2ffi3:183; Williams,
2002:449: Wilson & Knoblich; 2ffi5:460 & t163). Most of these ciations were in
support of demonstrating that mimicry could be experimentally elicited but,
lacking an independent variable, lhey could not describe the main purpose of the
experiment, which was to show when it would nol occur.

Several articles did describe an independent variable. ln one case, only the
timing of the €ye contact was incoEect (Depaulo, 1992:221). More often, a
differcnt independent variable was described (Jakobs, Manstead, & Fischer,
2001:52; Lakin & Chartrand, 2003334: Tiedens & Fragale, 2003:559). In three
cases, a small change transformcd the msnipulation from one that made the
panicipont's expression visiblc to tbe experimenter into one thar made the
experimenter's facial expression more clearly visible as a stimulus to th€
participant (Chart-and et al., 2005:338; Dijksterhuis & Bargh, 2001:10;
Niedenthal, Barsalou, Winkielman, Krauth-Gruber, & Ric, 2005:192). Recall that
the experimenter's facial expression was equally visible or not in both conditions.

There were also changes in the dependent variables alalysed (Bush, et al.,
1989:49; Chartrand et a1.,2005: 350; Fischer et al., 200/.1225i DePaulo, 1992:221
& 229; Hess,2001:u100; Hess & Blairy, 7AOll29 &139t Lakin & Chartrand,
2005:283 & 285; Marsh et al.,2005:13; Pasupathi et al., 1999:176; Russell,
20o3:155i Van Swol, 20O3:462; Williams, 2002:449; Wilson & Knoblich;
2005:463). The most common enor was describing variables that went well
beyond what we had measured, usually internal states such as rapport, empathy,
affiliation, or emotional contagion, but there were also a fcw instances ofdifferent
mimicry (e.g., yawning or sadness). In other cases, it was not possible to t6ll
whether the error was the independent or depend€nt variable (Lundqvist,
2006:263; Sonnby-Borgstrom, 2N2:433: Sonnby-Borgstrom & Jdnsson,
2003:143; Sonnby-Borgsfi<im & Jdnsson, 2004:103; Sonnby-Borgstrom, et al.,
2003:4 &16), or both the independent and the dependent variables were changed
(Bareh & Ferguson, 2000:930; Chartrand & Bargb, 1999:896; Dijksterhuis,
2005:21 l; Manusov & Rodriguez, I989: I6).

Finally, there were descriptions of th€ experimental context or procedure
that did nol match ours, such as a narurally occurnng inleraction rather ban aa
experiment (Bargh & Ferguson, 2000: 930; Charh?nd & Bargh, 1999: 896) or as
involving a speaker and listener, co-acting Partners' or infants or children instsd
ofan (adult) experimenter and observer (Hess, 2001:398; Hess et al. 1998:509;
Jakobs et al., 2ffi1:52:' Krauss & Fussell, 1996:664 & 690; Manusov &
Rodriguez, 1989:16; Sebanz et al., 2005:1235; Vreeke & van der Mark'
2003:183) .

In summary, th€ vast majority of this sample of 39 articles citing the
experiment did not deal with the hypolhesis and variables we were lesting' which
rvas that motor mimicry is eticited by social, communicative processes rather than

by individual processes. Tbe results clearly suppofted a micro-social explanation,
yet the consistent pattern of lhe majority of ciations was to reaonstruct the

experiment into one that supponed an individual interpretation. (Almost none of
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the anicles included the subsequent exp€riments that demonstsated motor mimicry
in dialogue.) It is important to emphasize again that lhis was a nanow search that
does not impugn anyone's scholarship, much less suggest that anyone deliberately
distoned our experimental results. I believe thal the authors simply read our
experiment as fifting a familiar or exp€ctd panem. In the metaPhor of this
chapter, it seems that the micro-social coDtext in the experiment was as irtelevant
as the white space outside the nine dots and was similarly ignorcd.

3, Why Don't We Soe the Micro-social?

I propose that it is primarily the bndency to s€e the individual as a natural
unit of analysis that prevents our seeing the micro-social context that surrounds
and profoundly influences each individual. Focusing on the individual creates an
implicit border, as in the ninedot ploblem, which seems to limit our perceptual or
conceptual field to mental rather than social processes. Even when researchers
brielly step outside and notice what is happening around and in interaction with
the individual, the focus soon retreats to the isolated individual. Both language
and social interaction have been predominantly attributed to mental processes, not
just in the broader domains of linguistics and psychology, but even in those that
one might expect to be especially interested in face-to-face dialogue, such as
psycholinguistics and social psychology. Because this choice of the individual as
the unit of analysis seems to b€ a relativ€ly unexamined one, it is worth
considering briefly its causes and efrects, focusing on the discipline I know best,
psychology.

In an insightful analysis, Darziger (1990) has shown how the person
historically called "the subjecf'has been socially construcred in psychology. He
describcd a

Robinson Cruso€ myh [which] made il seem cmincntly reasonable to ignore thc
senings thar had produccd thc human behsvior ... aDd to rcanribute it as a DroD€r8 of
individuals in isolation. (1990: lt6)

Danziger went on to point our that psychologists did not invent the Robinson
Crusoe myth (although th€y continue lo contribute to it); westem culture is highly
individualistic, placing a high value on individual actions and attribut€s. I would
add that the circumscribed individual is appealing because he or she is an obvious
biological unit (even though nor a viable one if mly isolated). This physical
boundary also defines each of us as a separate entity in lhe law and in society at
large.

According to Danziger (1990), the expcrimental methods to which
psychology aspired even in its formative years served to reinforce the Robinson
Crusoe myth in ways that systematically rcmoved what I am calling the micro-
social context:
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Experimental methods isolated individuols ftom the social context of their exislence
and sought to establish timeless laws ofindividual behavior by analogy with t]re laws
ofnatural science. Shared social meanings and rclations werc automatically broken up
into th€ prop€rties of sepaEte individuals []€/srJl fearur€s of an eovironmenl that
was €xternal to each of them. ... Anything social becsme a matter of €xtemal
influence rhat did not aff€ct the idenrity ofthe individual under study, (l9m:18G87)

Notic€ that drawing a conceptual circle that includes only the individual
inevitably means that what the other person in an interaction is doing at any
moment becomes external or environmental and thus, at most, a stimulus for the
actions of the individual. Because face-to-face dialogue is intimately and
constantly reciprocal, treating the other person as extemal to the individual makes
it impossible to see or study micro.social phenomena. (Th€ use ofconfederates in
so€ial psychology is an aftempt to control or eliminate the influence of the other
person, although it is much more likely to produce an artificial interaction with
significant effects on behaviour; e.g., Beattie & Aboudan, 1994).

As discussed elsewhere (Bavelas, 2005), another reinforcer of the notion of
the individual as a natural unit of study has been a mistaken application of the
principle of reductionism, bonowed from natural science. It is true that
reductionism advocates reducing complex phenomena to separate simpler parts
(Reber, 1985:623), but it does not mean always studying the smallest or most
molecular part. As Luria (1987:675) emphasized, it is essential to preserve all of
the "basic features" ofthe phenomenon of interest. Luria pointed out that chemists
cannot study water by separate research into hydrogen and oxygen, because those
elements are below the level of the phenomenon of interest; they do not presewe
its basic features. Studying isolated individuals is equally unlikely to Predict the
properties of their observable micro-social interactions. The implicit assumption
of reductionism is that studying individuals who have been conceptually or even
physically isolated from each other will naturally lead to an understanding of their
micro-social interactions, albeit at some unspecified point in the future-an
outcome that has not yet, to my knowledge, been demonstrated'

What many of us have discovered is that Permitting dyadic interaction does
not, as feared, preclude true experiments, nor does conducting exPeriments
necessarily destroy social interaction. As shown in the examples at the end of

Section | .l as well as in Section 2.3, it is Possible to set a task that will create the

desired variable and then let the padiciPants interact fre€ly within it. Ancient

interest, the analysis can be highly reliable, if time-consuming. We attribute this

high inter-analyst reliability to the fact that the analysts themselves participate
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constantly in face-to-face dialogue in their everyday lives, so they are natural

experts in understanding iB nuances. In the exPerimenb described above and

miny others, a focus on the micro-social dimension has been, not just Possible,
but richly rewarding.

4. Epllogue

The ideas proposed here may seem far from the work of David McNeill' but
therc is a dircct and continuing debt. His l9E5 article on gesture lcd to an ongoing
program of research on hand gestures that has belped shape the micro-social
perspective. Equatty important, it led me to be able to see s€vctal kinds of so-
called nonverbal communication in more linguistic ways; to do meaning-based
analysis instead ofphysical description; and to do experimental research with real
dyads in real conversations. In addition, his intellectual generosity and tolerance
ofideas that are often quite different from his own is an example to us all.
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